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macmon secure - Transforming the network of Somerset Partnership 

NHS Foundation Trust. 

 
 

Wokingham, Berkshire; 19.11.2018, macmon secure, manufacturer of a leading modular NAC solution, 

are proud to be working alongside the UK’s National Health Service by transforming the daily manage-

ment of their complex network infrastructure. It consisted of a variety of different vendor devices and 

models that had become nearly impossible to manage manually, as mentioned by Lawrence Heard, the 

IT systems administrator at Somerset NHS.   

 

The overhaul has enabled Lawrence to keep track of changes and incidents on the network by the safe 

automation of the solution, as well as giving him the time and freedom to re-think and restructure his 

network.  The ability to activate pre-defined policies, and enforce them at the click of a button, is a huge 

relief for Lawrence because now he is in a position to handle his entire network with ease.  

 

macmon is now the primary management platform on their network – bringing it from darkness into 

light and providing a clear picture of all network activity, whilst also ensuring the trust is adhering to the 

recently updated GDPR guidelines, and being able to take advantage of pulling ISO compliant reports 

within seconds if needed.  

 

To find out more about this project, and to see how macmon has integrated seamlessly into their existing 

environment along with the support of Active Directory and MobileIron, read the full story below.  

 

Go to Case STUDY 

 

About Somerset NHS Foundation: 

Somerset Partnership NHS Foundation Trust provide a wide range of integrated services, including com-

munity health, mental health, learning disability and social care to people of all ages. They employ over 

4000 staff and have a turnover of £169 million. Their services cover 13 community hospitals across the 

county and provide mental health in-patient services on 9 mental health wards.  More than 1.1 million 

patient personal details are dealt with every year. 

 

 

About macmon: 

The company is manufacturer of an independent and modular NAC solution who protects the network 

against unauthorised and unsecured devices, as well as internal attacks. Customers benefit from  

macmon’s security know how, predictable costs and an increased level of security, gained from deter-

mining exactly which devices are allowed on which segments of a network. The software features ease 

of use, integration with other leading security products, and ongoing development to keep it in line with 

the latest standards. The customer base includes international companies of various branches and sizes. 

 

The headquarters of macmon secure GmbH are located in Berlin, Germany. 

macmon secure is a member of the Trusted Computing Group and actively participates in various  

research projects. 

 

For more information, please visit https://www.macmon.eu/en/home  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/macmonUK   

YouTube:  https://www.youtube.com/user/macmonsecure  

https://www.macmon.eu/fileadmin/users_all/content/Referenzen/Case_Studies/macmon_NAC_Case_study_Healthcare_Somerset.pdf
https://www.macmon.eu/en/home
https://twitter.com/macmonUK
https://www.youtube.com/user/macmonsecure


 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Contact at macmon secure UK: 

Robert Billington | Country Manager 

macmon secure GmbH 

Ashridge Manor   

Forest Road | Wokingham 

Berkshire | RG40 5RB 

Tel: +44 845 8605121  

nac@macmon.eu | www.macmon.eu 

 

 

Contact at macmon secure Germany: 

Sabine Kuch 

macmon secure GmbH 

Alte Jakobstraße 79-80 

10179 Berlin 

Tel.: +49 30 2325777-0   

nac@macmon.eu | www.macmon.eu 
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